Idea Farm Competitions - Terms and Conditions
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To participate in an Idea Farm competition you must be a current member of Idea Farm for
the duration of the competition and have completed and successfully submitted the survey
to which the competition is linked.
Information on Idea Farm, how to enter the competition, and the survey invitation email
forms part of these competition terms and conditions.
The prize may vary for each survey competition. The prize for each competition is specified
in the survey invitation email.
When you complete the online survey identified in the invitation email and submit it to Idea
Farm, you will automatically go into the draw to win the prize. Surveys not received by Idea
Farm for any reason whatsoever will not be eligible to go into the prize draw.
Entries to each competition must be received by the date specified in the survey invitation
email.
One entry per survey completed only.
Idea Farm will not be liable for any human error, technical malfunctions, lost/delayed data
transmission, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, line failures of any telephone
network, computer equipment, software, inability to access any telecommunications
network services or the Idea Farm survey pages, or any other error or malfunction
whatsoever. If such problems arise, then Idea Farm may modify, cancel, terminate or
suspend the competition.
Idea Farm’s decisions on all matters regarding the competition are final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
In the event that any prize becomes unavailable for any reason beyond Idea Farm’s
reasonable control, Idea Farm may substitute a prize of equal or greater value in its sole
discretion.

10. Idea Farm reserves the right to disqualify any individual who it suspects is involved in any
11.

way in interfering or tampering with the conduct of a competition.
Within two weeks of the end of the competition, a random draw from all eligible entries
received will be conducted by Idea Farm to award one or more prizes (in accordance with
the competition set out in the survey invitation email). The winner or winners will be the first
valid entries randomly drawn from all eligible entries. All reasonable attempts will be made
to notify the winner or the winners within one week of the random draw using the contact
details provided. If Idea Farm cannot contact a winner within ten business days of the
draw, the prize will be forfeited and an alternative winner will be selected on the same
terms and conditions as the original draw.

12. Idea Farm is not liable for the unauthorized use of any participant’s Idea Farm registration
by any other person. The prize winner will be the person whose details are registered
against the registration used to submit the winning entry. Participants should ensure that
their personal details registered for the Idea Farm are correct.
13. The competition prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for
cash. Idea Farm will not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered
(including but not limited to indirect or consequential loss) in connection with the
competition or use of any prize(s) except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
By entering the competition you accept all these terms and conditions.

14. All Idea Farm survey prize draws are run by Idea Farm or their appointed research
agencies, wherever it is they are set up.
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